
 

   
 

 
UCI International BMX events.  
The purpose of this AusCycling policy is to provide guidelines around entry into UCI BMX 
competitions. An AusCycling member wishing to compete at UCI International events, requires 
the following policy and procedures:  
 
To compete at UCI domestic events in Australia, athletes require an AusCycling membership with 
a UCI ID code. To compete at UCI International events, athletes require a UCI International 
licence and UCI ID code. Athletes can apply for a license with the AusCycling membership team. 
  
UCI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS  
BMX Racing (Elite, U23, U19)  
Only riders who have met the selection criteria may be considered for selection to compete at 
the World Championships. Section B: (auscycling.org.au) 
 
UCI WORLD CUPS  
Race Schedule 2023- 
Round 1 and 2) Sakarya TUR 
03/04 Jun 2023  
EOI cutoff date- April 28th   
 
Round 3 and 4) Papendal NED 
24/25 Jun 2023  
EOI cutoff date- - May 19th  
 
Rounds 5 and 6) Sarrians FRA 
23/24 Sep 2023 
EOI cutoff date- August 18th   
 
Rounds 7 and 8) Santiago del Estero ARG 
07/8 Oct 2023 
EOI cutoff date- September 8th   
Rounds 9 and 10) Santiago del Estero ARG 
13/14 Oct 2023 
EOI cutoff date- September 15th   
*Once Auscycling has been notified of a rider’s intent to compete, the rider will receive an 
invoice.  
 
BMX Racing (Elite, U23)  
The Australian Cycling Team will invite selected riders to be part of National Team activities 
(camps and or events). This will include access to support staff and National Team area at the 
event.  
 
Trade Teams (Elite, U23)  
Any rider registered on a UCI Trade Team will be eligible to register into a World Cup via their UCI 
Trade Team. The responsibility and support to these athletes will be provided by their UCI Trade 
Team at the event.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://assets.auscycling.org.au/s3fs-public/2022-12/2023-bmx-sx-world-championships_selection-criteria_final_dec2022.pdf?VersionId=DzIh3u79kdK0bkM1UPckIlcBrkh9dx.D


 

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Non selected Australian athletes (Elite, U23)  
All non-selected athletes wishing to compete at a BMX Racing World Cup will be required to fill 
out the EOI for the event they plan to attend AusCycling | Selection | Australian Cycling Team. 
(cut off dates for each events EOI is listed above). 
As a duty of care, AusCycling recommends the athlete purchases international travel insurance as 
well as having a Support Person who is not competing where the event is being held. AusCycling 
BMX race national team and staff will not hold any responsibility for non-selected riders at World 
Cup events. 
 
AusCycling will invoice riders for the entry fee cost after the EOI cut off date. Once the invoice is 
paid AusCycling will proceed to process the athlete’s registration via the UCI online portal.  
There are no refunds by the organiser once the UCI registration is closed. Riders will need to 
provide a photo of their international license and passport to the Australian Cycling team 
manager once the invoice is paid.   
  
An AusCycling representative will attend the UCI rider confirmation and will provide the athletes 
with their number plate and transponder prior to official practice. Riders can pick up their 
number plates and transponders at the Australian Cycling Team hotel or team tent TBD at each 
event.  
 
Non selected athletes competing at World Cup events will not be able to use the Australian team 
pit area and will be required to use the provided UCI pit area or their respective trade team pit 
areas.  
 

 

https://www.auscycling.org.au/australian-cycling-team/page/selection

